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Eight-port homodyne detection may be used to perform a joint measurement on a single-mode input to a
beam splitter; the x quadrature is measured at one output port, and the p quadrature is measured at the other.
This is possible even when the input mode contains only one photon. We show to what extent this ‘‘joint
measurement of a single photon’’ may be reconciled with the semiclassical notion that the photon may only
exit from one of the beam splitter output ports. @S1050-2947~96!50311-2#
PACS number~s!: 42.50.Dv, 03.65.Bz
In a standard eight-port homodyne measurement scheme
the light field to be measured is split into two with a beam
splitter, and each of the resulting beams is measured using
homodyne detection @1–3#. The phase difference between
the field quadratures measured by the two homodyne detec-
tors is chosen to be p/2, so that one detector may measure,
for example, the x quadrature, while the other measures the
p quadrature. The joint probability distribution for x and p is
a scaled version of the Husimi Q function for the input field
@4#; if we consider just one photon incident on the initial
beam splitter, then the joint probability distribution is a
scaled version of the Husimi Q function for one photon. That
is, at both homodyne detectors we appear to gain information
on the fact that there is a photon incident at the beam splitter
at each measurement, even though for any given measure-
ment we expect, from a semiclassical point of view, that the
photon can only be incident at one of the homodyne detec-
tors @5#. At first sight, the idea of a joint measurement of the
conjugate variables x and p for a single photon using an
eight-port homodyne measurement ~so that x is measured on
the output of one port of the beam splitter and p on the other
port! may seem alarming. After all, it would seem that the
photon can either be reflected or transmitted by the beam
splitter, apparently ruling out any possibility of a joint mea-
surement. As we will show, such alarm is at least partially
unwarranted. The eight-port device is a realization of the
Arthurs-Kelly joint measurement scheme @6#; what are de-
tected are the quadratures of the beam splitter outputs, which
are related to the two input ports: signal and empty port. In
what follows we analyze the situation of a single photon at a
beam splitter, and show that the results at each homodyne
detector separately are consistent with the semiclassical view
that each detector should only gain information half the time
that a photon is incident at the beam splitter. We also point
out, however, that when correlations between the results at
each homodyne detector are considered, the quantum nonlo-
cality of a single photon appears, and it is not possible to
view the photon as having ‘‘really’’ taken just one of the two
possible paths. We note that Grice and Walmsley @7# have
recently considered a single photon incident on a beam split-
ter, with homodyne detection performed on each output, al-
though they focus on a different aspect of the situation from
that which we discuss here.
Before we begin, let us review briefly the results for the
joint measurement of the single-mode field quadratures
xˆ5(a1a†)/2 and pˆ52i(a2a†)/2 in an eight-port homo-
dyne detection scheme. The Q function, which describes the
state of the input field, is defined by
Q~x ,p !5 1
p
^x1ipurux1ip&, ~1!
where r is the density matrix for the input field and
ux1ip& is a coherent state with complex amplitude
a5x1ip . When eight-port homodyne detection is used to
measure the state of a single-mode field, the measured joint
distribution, P(x ,p), obtained for x and p is given by
P~x ,p !52Q~A2x ,A2p !, ~2!
which is a scaled version of the Q function. The total distri-
bution for x alone is therefore the marginal of this scaled
Q function. We note here that this result has been general-
ized by Leonhardt and Paul @8# to the case when the initial
beam splitter is not 50-50. In that case the measured joint
distribution has an ordering that depends on the beam splitter
reflectivity. In what follows we will denote the Q function
for an n-photon-number state as Qn , and similarly the
Wigner function for an n-photon-number state by Wn .
Let us examine the experimental setup depicted in Fig 1.
Homodyne detection is performed on the beam at A, and
simple photon counting is performed at B. The input beam,
FIG. 1. A diagram of the experimental arrangement discussed in
the text. The input beam is split by a beam splitter. Homodyne
detection is performed on one of the resulting output beams, while
photon-counting is performed on the other. In the case of eight-port
homodyne detection the photon counter at B is replaced by a ho-
modyne detector phase stabilized relative to the detector at A.
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which is in a one-photon state, is incident at one port of the
beam splitter, and the vacuum is incident at the other port.
The combined state of the two beams output from the beam
splitter ~one of which is detected at A, and the other at B! is
(u01&1u10&)/A2 @9#. For the sake of definiteness let the first
digit refer to the number of photons in beam A, and the
second to the number of photons in beam B. We note in
passing that a joint measurement on this state may be used to
violate Bell’s inequalities @10#.
Without loss of generality, let us measure the x quadra-
ture at A. We are therefore interested in the joint probability
for a particular result for x at A, and the detection of n
photons at B. This is readily calculated using
P~x ,n !5
1
2 z^x ,nu~ u01&1u10&) z
2
, ~3!
where
ux ,n&5 (
m50
`
^xum&um ,n&, ~4!
and ux& is an eigenstate of the quadrature operator, so that
^xum&5SA2p 12mm! D
1/2
Hm~A2x !e2x
2
, ~5!
where Hm is the mth Hermite polynomial. The result is
P~x ,0!5
1
2 z^xu1& z
2
, ~6!
P~x ,1!5
1
2 z^xu0& z
2
. ~7!
There is no quantum interference between the paths that the
photon may take, since we are able to measure at B which
path was taken. The distribution for x , given that n photons
have been detected at B, which we denote by P(xun), is
therefore
P~xu0 !5 z^xu1& z2, ~8!
P~xu1 !5 z^xu0& z2. ~9!
This result is clearly expected: if we detect no photons at B,
then we have a photon at A, and the distribution obtained for
the x measurements, conditioned upon the detection of no
photons at B, will be the distribution for a one-photon state.
Similarly, when we obtain a photon at B, the distribution of
x at A is that for zero photons.
Using the standard result that the marginal distribution of
the Wigner function for a particular variable is the probabil-
ity distribution for the measurement of that variable @11#, we
see that the conditional distribution for x , when we detect a
photon at B, is the marginal of the Wigner function for zero
photons, and conversely for the distribution conditioned on
zero photons at B.
The total distribution obtained for x at A is given by
P~x !5P~x ,0!1P~x ,1!5
1
2 P~xu0 !1
1
2 P~xu1 !, ~10!
which, from the discussion above, is the average of the x
marginals of the Wigner functions for one and zero photons.
Now, as we know that the total distribution obtained for x is
the marginal of the scaled Q function for one photon, it
follows that
P~x !5
1
2 P~xu0 !1
1
2 P~xu1 ! ~11!
52E Q1~A2x ,A2p !dp . ~12!
That is, the marginal of the scaled one-photon Q function is
the average of the marginals for the Wigner functions for one
and zero photons. As this is true for all quadratures, not
merely x , we may conclude that
2Q1~A2x ,A2p !5
1
2W0~x ,p !1
1
2W1~x ,p !, ~13!
a result that is easily checked given
W05
2
p
e22uau
2
, W15
2
p
~4uau221 !e22uau
2
, ~14!
Q15
1
p
uau2e2uau
2
, ~15!
and x5Re@a# , p5 Im@a# . The fact that it is the
Q-function marginal that is obtained with this measurement
setup, rather than the Wigner function, keeps the results con-
sistent with the view that each detector only obtains infor-
mation regarding the incidence of a photon at the beam split-
ter on average half the time. We plot both the Wigner and
Q functions for one and zero photons in Fig 2. Note that the
scaled Q function for the vacuum is identical to the vacuum
Wigner function, which also follows from our argument
above.
FIG. 2. The Wigner and scaled Q functions for both one-photon
and vacuum states. The scaled Q function for the vacuum state is
identical to the vacuum Wigner function. The measured joint dis-
tribution, the scaled Q function for one photon, is the average of the
Wigner functions for one and zero photons.
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This argument may be readily extended to the situation
when more than one photon is incident at the initial beam
splitter. If the input beam contains n photons, then these will
distribute themselves between the two output ports. In any
one measurement, anywhere between zero and n photons
will arrive at A, and as we know that the total distribution for
a quadrature detected at A is the marginal of the scaled Q
function for n photons, the scaled Q function for n photons
must be a weighted sum of the Wigner functions for zero to
n photons. The weight for Wm will be given by the probabil-
ity for n2m photons to be detected at B.
We turn now to the situation in which homodyne detec-
tion is performed at both A and B. We will denote the anni-
hilation operator for the mode measured at A by a , and for
that measured at B by b . Let us define the rotated quadrature
operators xˆu and yˆf by
xˆu5
1
2 ~ae
iu1a†e2iu!5 xˆcosu2 pˆsinu , ~16!
yˆf5
1
2 ~be
if1b†e2if!, ~17!
the eigenstates of which are
xˆuux ,u&5xux ,u&, ux ,u&5e2ia
†auux&, ~18!
yˆfuy ,f&5y uy ,f&, uy ,f&5e2ib
†bfuy&. ~19!
We will set the detector at A to measure xˆu , and that at B to
measure yˆf . First let us examine the results we would obtain
for the joint measurement of xˆu and yˆf if we made the semi-
classical assumption that the single photon was either re-
flected or transmitted by the beam splitter. In this case there
is a one-half probability that we will obtain the one-photon
distribution for xˆu at A and the zero-photon distribution for
yˆf at B, and a one-half probability for the reverse case. The
joint probability distribution for the measurement of xˆu and
yˆf under these assumptions is therefore
P~x ,u;y ,f!5
1
2 z^1ux ,u& z
2z^0uy ,f& z2
1
1
2 z^0ux ,u& z
2z^1uy ,f& z2. ~20!
Using the expression
^mux ,u&5^mue2iua
†aux&
5SA2p 12mm! D
1/2
Hm~A2x !eimu2x
2
, ~21!
this is easily evaluated to obtain
P~x ,u;y ,f!5
4
p
~x21y2!e22~x
21y2!
. ~22!
However, performing the quantum calculation for the joint
probability of measuring xˆu and yˆf , we obtain
P~x ,u;y ,f!5
1
A2
z(^1,0u1^0,1u!ux ,u ,y ,f& z2
5
4
p
@x21y212xycos~u2f!#e22~x
21y2!
.
~23!
We see that, except for the special cases in which u2f is an
odd multiple of p/2 ~which is true when x is measured at one
output port and p is measured at the other in order to obtain
the Q function!, the quantum expression differs from the
semiclassical expression, which was derived assuming that
the photon ‘‘really’’ goes to one detector or the other. We
see therefore that we cannot really view the photon as having
taken only one of the two paths. The correlations between
the measured values of xˆu and yˆf , which appear in the quan-
tum expression, are nonlocal since the measurements are per-
formed at spatially separated points. It is these nonlocal cor-
relations that are at the heart of the violation of Bell’s
inequalities @10#.
In conclusion, we may say that, while the results at each
detector, if viewed separately, are consistent with the view
that information regarding the arrival of a photon at the beam
splitter is gained at each detector only half the time, the
correlations between the measurements at each detector
show that, even though this is the case, we cannot view the
photon as having really taken only one of the two possible
paths.
One-photon wave packets have been employed in
quantum-optical measurements for some time @5,12# and
nondegenerate optical parametric amplifiers have been used
particularly in the test of fundamental principles of quantum
physics @13#. A potential way to realize the measurements
described in the present paper would be to use the detection
of one photon from a nondegenerate down-converter to gate
a beam splitter setup as shown in Fig. 1.
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